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ACROSS
1. Bygone NYC punk-rock venue
5. Teen idol with the 1959 album "Hold That Tiger!"
11. "The Last ___" (2017 space-opera subtitle)
15. Vibe
16. "All the same ..."
17. Made a touchdown
18. Prescription from an obstetrician
21. Porto ___, Brazil
22. Cable ___
23. Grandpa Walton, for short
24. IQ-test pioneer
25. Metallurgy fuel
26. Knock down a peg
28. Expression on many Halloween masks
29. Terrific, more colloquially
30. Some desert homes
31. Prompt a correction
32. Buckwheat noodle of Japan
33. Offer up
34. Eloise Drew, to Nancy, e.g.
37. Showy
39. Lee side?
40. Stashed
43. Frankincense and myrrh, but not gold
44. Start to fall apart
45. Certain uphill climber
46. Wildlife tracker
47. Tantrum-prone sort
48. Roman leader?
49. Monodrama about Capote
50. Employ against
52. Contribute to, as a group purchase
53. MPAA recommendation
56. Needs to pay
57. "But wait, what if ..."
58. See 19 Down
59. "Hey ... buddy ..."
60. "Camptown Races" refrain syllables
61. Suffix meaning "land" in some country names

4. Awesome song, slangily
5. Throw a bash for
7. Capital that replaced Belize City
8. Appeal to
9. Line that breaks the fourth wall, maybe
10. Piece of a piece?
11. Awesome song, slangily
12. Literary heroine whose sister advises "Do anything rather than marry without affection"
13. "Seven Gothic Tales" author
14. Reassuring comment after a tough decision
19. With 58 Across, style lending geometric patterns to jewelry
20. Oscar winner after "Terms of Endearment"
25. Target of a charm offensive?
27. Cap'n's subordinate
29. People of action
30. Story about disillusionment in James Joyce's "Dubliners"
32. Immobilizing weapon
33. Kilt feature
35. Shoe brand whose logo suggests flight
36. Positioned
37. Music genre associated with Suede and Pulp
41. "If you can find a better car, buy it" executive
42. Deliver a tedious lecture
44. Cleric antagonist in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
45. Chinese crime syndicates
47. Gas stopper
48. "___ is an Englishman" (R.F. Delderfield novel)
51. Macho specimen, with or without "muffin"
52. "Intolerance" star Lillian
54. Winter hrs. in Philadelphia
55. "Mr. Robot" network

DOWN
1. Skilled
2. More imposing as a bouncer, say
3. A better place
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